VENTUR-EVAC

Evacuating a propane tank has never been easier.
Part No.

VENTUR-EVAC

VE HOSE KIT 25

VE HOSE KIT 50

The VENTUR-EVAC is designed FOR the propane
industry BY propane people. Evacuating a propane
tank has never been easier. Weighing only 7 pounds,
the VENTUR-EVAC is highly portable and easy to use.

Reduce Labor Costs: Tank evacuations can now

Description

Ventur-Evac Tank Evacuation Tool with
1-3/4” Acme connectors. Allows for tank
evacuation using a bobtail pump.
Creates 20 PSI pressure drop in suction
line, Flows at 10 to 15 GPM with truck
at idle speed.
3 Openings:
- Truck tank - 1-3/4" Female Acme
- Truck fill hose - 1-3/4" Male Acme
- Evacuation hose -1-3/4" Male Acme
7 lbs. ~ 14" OAL
Ventur-Evac 25' liquid and vapor hose
kit with valves and fittings.
Hose Kit for tank evacuation with the
Ventur-Evac
Liquid hose 25' x 3/4" w/ 1-3/4" Acme
connectors
Vapor hose 25' x 1/2" w/ 1-3/4" Acme
connectors
Evacuation tank valves included
Ventur-Evac 50' liquid and vapor hose
kit with valves and fittings.
Hose kit for tank evacuation with the
Ventur-Evac
Liquid hose 50' x 3/4" w/1-3/4" Acme
connectors
Vapor hose 50' x 1/2" w/ 1-3/4" Acme
connectors
Evacuation tank valves included

1532R-0071

3/4" FPT OPW Visi-flo sight flow
indicator, bi-directional

VE CASE

Ventur-Evac Pelican travel case fits
hoses, valves and fittings

SG-1206-TKIT

3/4" Sight Glass Tee Kit with SG-1206,
tee and acme fittings

SG-1206-XKIT

3/4" Sight Glass Cross Kit with two
SG-1206, cross, and acme fittings

be performed by your delivery drivers while they are
on their routes. By carrying the VENTUR-EVAC in the tool box of your bulk truck, additional service personnel are not required
Tank Overfills: Immediately remedy overfills by connecting the VENTUR-EVAC to remove excess gallons. No more calling
back to the shop to dispatch service personnel for costly pump outs or flare offs.

Gauge or Valve Repairs: Efficiently evacuate propane into the bulk truck for valve or gauge repairs. Accomplish this task
with your drivers while making deliveries.

Welded Steel Construction: The Ventur-Evac has no moving parts and no source of ignition.
Flow Rate: The Ventur-Evac has up to a 15 GPM flow rate and will not activate the excess flow valve.
Works in all Weather Conditions: The Ventur-Evac works great in both inclement and ideal weather conditions.

OH 800-537-7518 | KY 800-448-9504 | IN 800-662-3252
MO 800-821-3878 | MN 800-328-6291

Your questions answered by the people who know propane equipment.

